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Dynamic 
Electronic flow wrapping machine, designed 
to satisfy high performance as well as      
easiness of operation. 

Applications: Dynamic machines have 
been designed to be used in a wide range 
of manufacturing areas—food, technical, 
pharmaceutical, etc. being suitable to pack 
small as well as big size items and multi-
pack. 

Little Flow 
The wrapping machine designed to fully 
satisfy all requirements of low cost, easy 
operating,  reliability, versatility.   

Small size to be suitable for a use in very 
small production areas.  

Applications: Little Flow can be used in 
different manufacturing sectors, such as 
food, industrial and pharmaceutical.  Ideal 
for the wrapping of single and one-dose 
packages.  

Easy 4/5/6 
Mechanical flow wrapping machines desi-
gned to offer high performace, versatility 
and easiness of operation. 

Applications: ideal for industrial, food, 
pharmaceutical markets.  

Easy 4 - ideal for single and  one-dose 
packages and for small size trays.   

Easy 5 - suitable to be used in confectio-
nery and bakery fields .    

Easy 6 - ideal for the wrapping of big 
items and multipack.  Best application in 
different manufacturing markets such as 
food, industrial and pharmaceutical. 

 



New Easy 6 BS  

The ”Mectronic”, flow-wrapping machine 
that combines simplicity of electronics 
with reliability of mechanics in a single 
system. 

Equipped with brushless twin motors to 
increase production performance.  

Applications: suitable for all production 
areas such as food, pharmaceutical,   
technical, etc.   

It is ideal for packaging of small items, 
multi-pack, and large items. 

New Easy 6 
The “Mectronic” flow wrapping machines 
that combines semplicity of electronics with 
reliability of mechanics. 

Equipped with brushless twin motors to   
increase production performance.  

Applications -  it can be used in all manu-
facturing sectors with products as different 
as food, industrial and pharmaceutical.  

New Easy 6 is ideal for packaging of small 
items, multi-pack, and large items. 

New Easy 6 BB 
The “Mectronic” flow-wrapping under reel 
machine that combines simplicity of        
electronics with reliability of mechanics. 

Equipped with brushless twin motors to    
increase production performance.  

Applications - it can be used in many       
different manufacturing sectors, such as 
food, industrial and pharmaceutical.  

The machine is ideal for wrapping of shape-
less, unstable and heavy items, as well as for 
the traditional multipack. 
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Sfera 
FULL ELECTRONIC flow wrapping machine. 

Mechanics with triple motorization to      
guarantee high production performances. 

Operator’s friendly touch screen interface. 

Applications: many different production 
areas such as  technical, pharmaceutical, 
food, etc. 

Sfera is ideal for packaging of small items, 
multi-pack, and large items. 

Atmosfera 
The “mectronic” flow wrapping machine for  
modified atmosphere  packaging. 

Twin motors fitted to increase the machine   
production performances.. 

Electronics allows  setting all parameters   
adjustment via touch screen interface, for    
easy format changes.  

Applications: all those production fields 
that require a modified atmosphere          
packaging. 

It is ideal for packaging of small items,     
multi-pack, and large items. 
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